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Abstract: Address parsing is a crucial task in natural language processing, particularly for Chinese

addresses. The complex structure and semantic features of Chinese addresses present challenges due

to their inherent ambiguity. Additionally, different task scenarios require varying levels of granularity

in address components, further complicating the parsing process. To address these challenges

and adapt to low-resource environments, we propose CapICL, a novel Chinese address parsing

model based on the In-Context Learning (ICL) framework. CapICL leverages a sequence generator,

regular expression matching, BERT semantic similarity computation, and Generative Pre-trained

Transformer(GPT) modeling to enhance parsing accuracy by incorporating contextual information.

We construct the sequence generator using a small annotated dataset, capturing distribution patterns

and boundary features of address types to model address structure and semantics, mitigating

interference from unnecessary variations. We introduce the REB-KNN algorithm, which selects

similar samples for ICL-based parsing using regular expression matching and BERT semantic

similarity computation. The selected samples, raw text, and explanatory text are combined to

form prompts, and inputted into the GPT model for prediction and address parsing. Experimental

results demonstrate significant achievements of CapICL in low-resource environments, reducing

dependency on annotated data and computational resources. Our model’s effectiveness, adaptability,

and broad application potential are validated, showcasing its positive impact in natural language

processing and geographical information systems.

Keywords: Chinese address parsing; low-resource scenarios; In-context learning; GPT; BERT;

k-nearest neighbors

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of information technology and the widespread application of the

Internet, a large amount of Chinese address text has become ubiquitous in our daily lives. Address

information plays a crucial role in these texts [1,2], encompassing various address components such

as country, city, street, and building numbers. Accurate parsing and extraction of these address

components are essential for natural language processing tasks and building geographic information

systems [3,4].

Chinese address parsing is the process of breaking down Chinese address text into independent

semantic components and identifying their types. It is an important task in the field of natural language

processing [5–7]. However, Chinese addresses have complex structures and semantic features, posing

challenges to this task [8]. One challenge is the polysemy and ambiguity of address components, where

the same component may have different meanings in different contexts. For example, consider the

address “公园道一号2期1号楼4楼东403户” (Building 1, Floor 4, Room 403, East, Phase 2 of Park Road

No. 1). This address comprises multiple address components, including “公园道一号2期” (Phase 2
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of Park Road No. 1) as the neighborhood, “1号楼” (Building 1) as the building number, “4楼” (Floor

4) as the floor number, and “东403户” (Room 403, East) as the room number. However, the address

component “公园道一号”(Park Road No. 1) can easily be mistaken as a street number, while it actually

represents the name of a community. This polysemy and ambiguity add to the difficulty of Chinese

address parsing.

Furthermore, different task scenarios require different granularities of address component

segmentation [9], often involving customized address components. For instance, in some task scenarios,

it is sufficient to recognize “公园道一号2期”(Phase 2 of Park Road No. 1) as a single part of the address

without further subdivision.

Importantly, Chinese address parsing faces resource limitations in many application scenarios,

lacking sufficient annotated data, unlabeled data, and limited computational resources. This

poses significant challenges to applying large-scale language models. Due to data constraints or

domain-specific limitations, available training data and resources are typically limited, making Chinese

address parsing under low-resource[10] conditions even more challenging.

With the enhanced capabilities of large-scale language models (LLMs), [11], In-Context Learning

(ICL) has emerged as a new paradigm in the field of natural language processing [12,13]. The

ICL approach involves connecting queries or prompts with contextual demonstrations to create a

comprehensive prompt, which is then inputted to a language model for prediction. Unlike supervised

learning, ICL does not require updating model parameters but leverages pre-trained language models

for inference.

Thus, it is evident that ICL has inherent advantages in addressing the challenges of Chinese

address parsing. It reduces dependence on external knowledge and annotated data, while also

having lower computational resource requirements. Based on the advantages of ICL, we propose

a low-resource Chinese address parsing method called CapICL. This method fully leverages the

capabilities of in-context learning to address challenges under resource limitations. The overall

architecture of The CapICL model is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Model overview. The generator takes the raw text as input and generates a regular expression

sequence and a label word sequence. Subsequently, the REB-KNN algorithm selects similar annotated

sample based on this regular expression sequence and label word sequence. Then, the prompt generator

constructs prompts corresponding to the selected sample. The generated prompts are fed into the

Generative Pre-trained Transformer(GPT) model for prediction, and the address parsing result is

extracted from the model’s output.

The CapICL model utilizes a sequence generator to convert the raw text into two key sequences:

regular expression sequence and label word sequence. The regular expression sequence captures the

boundary features and distribution patterns of address components, while the label word sequence

unifies different types of address components, reducing unnecessary interference caused by variations.

Based on these two sequences, we introduce the REB-KNN algorithm, which effectively selects samples

by combining the advantages of regular expression matching and BERT-based semantic similarity

calculation. Experimental results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of this integrated approach,

enhancing the model’s ability to guide questions and adapt to tasks.

Our work makes the following significant contributions:
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1. We propose CapICL, an innovative low-resource Chinese address parsing model, to address

the challenges in Chinese address parsing. The key component of our model is the sequence

generator, which is constructed using a small annotated dataset. By capturing the distribution

patterns and boundary features of address types, the sequence generator effectively models the

structure and semantics of addresses, mitigating interference from unnecessary variations.
2. We introduce an integrated approach that combines regular expression matching and BERT-based

semantic similarity computation to enhance the performance of Chinese address parsing. The

regular expression matching captures specific patterns inherent in address components, while

the BERT-based semantic similarity computation measures the semantic relatedness between

different address components. This comprehensive approach achieves significant improvements

in address parsing accuracy, particularly in low-resource scenarios.
3. Compared to traditional methods of fine-tuning large-scale language models, our proposed

CapICL model offers a higher cost-effectiveness. By leveraging the sequence generator to

maximize the utilization of existing resources and knowledge, our approach eliminates the

need for additional training or fine-tuning. This enables our model to achieve outstanding

performance in Chinese address parsing, even with limited annotated data and computational

resources.

Through these contributions, our research provides an innovative solution to address the

challenges of Chinese address parsing, achieving significant performance improvements in

low-resource environments. Our work not only holds great importance in the field of natural language

processing but also demonstrates its positive impact on related fields such as geographical information

systems.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 provides a comprehensive review of related

work, including few-shot learning, language model applications, and in-context learning. Section 3

presents the detailed implementation of our innovative in-context learning-based Chinese address

parsing model for low-resource scenarios. Section 4 describes the experimental setup and provides

a detailed analysis of the results. Section 5 expands on the discussion based on the experimental

results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main contributions of this paper and outlines future research

directions.

2. Related Work

Address parsing is a challenging task that involves extracting structured information from

unstructured addresses. In order to address this task effectively, researchers have explored various

techniques and methodologies. In this section, we discuss three areas of related work: Few-shot

Learning, Language Models, and In-context Learning, highlighting their relevance to address parsing.

2.1. Few-shot Learning

Few-shot learning techniques [14] have gained attention as potential solutions to the problem

of limited labeled data. These approaches aim to improve model performance by leveraging a small

amount of labeled data and other auxiliary information. In the context of address parsing, few-shot

learning methods have been explored to enhance the generalization capabilities of models. Techniques

such as pre-trained models [15,16], transfer learning, and generative models have been utilized to

enable models to effectively parse addresses with limited labeled data. Additionally, meta-learning

approaches [17] have been employed to enable models to generalize to new address parsing tasks by

learning adaptability across multiple tasks.

2.2. Language Models

Language models, such as Generative Pre-trained Transformer(GPT) [14] and BERT [15,18],

have revolutionized the field of natural language processing. These large-scale language models
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(LLMs) are trained on massive amounts of text data and have demonstrated remarkable success in

various NLP tasks. In the context of address parsing, language models have been widely utilized

to extract meaningful information from unstructured address text. By pre-training language models

on large-scale corpora and fine-tuning them on address parsing tasks, models can effectively learn

language representations and capture contextual information, improving the accuracy and robustness

of address parsing systems.

2.3. In-context Learning

In-context learning, also known as contextual learning, has been applied to improve the

performance of models in few-shot learning tasks. This methodology utilizes contextual information

to assist in model learning and has found applications in various NLP domains, including address

parsing. The Instruction-Based Contextual Learning (ICL) approach [14] provides an interpretable

interface for interacting with large-scale language models (LLMs) and facilitates the integration of

human knowledge into LLMs by modifying demonstrations and templates [19,20]. By leveraging ICL,

address parsing models can benefit from the incorporation of human knowledge, leading to improved

parsing accuracy.

Furthermore, in-context learning offers a zero-shot learning framework that reduces the

computational cost of adapting models to new address parsing tasks. This enables the use of language

models as a service, making them applicable to large-scale real-world address parsing scenarios [21].

The performance of ICL is influenced by specific configurations, such as prompt templates, the selection

of contextual examples, and the order of examples [22,23]. These configuration choices play a crucial

role in achieving optimal address parsing performance within the in-context learning framework.

In summary, the related work in few-shot learning, language models, and in-context learning

provides valuable insights and techniques that can be leveraged to enhance the performance of address

parsing systems. By employing few-shot learning methods, language models, and incorporating

in-context learning strategies, address parsing models can achieve improved accuracy and robustness

in extracting structured information from unstructured addresses.

3. Methodology

In this section, we present the methodology employed in our study to address the task of Chinese

address parsing using the In-Context Learning (ICL) approach. Our method, named CapICL, aims

to achieve accurate recognition of Chinese address components at various granularities, even under

low-resource conditions. CapICL combines the power of the Generative Pre-trained Transformer

3(GPT-3) model with a sequence generator and the REB-KNN algorithm to enhance the precision and

specificity of address parsing. We will provide a detailed explanation of each component and its role

in the subsequent subsections.

The CapICL architecture, depicted in Figure 2, comprises a sequence generator, the REB-KNN

algorithm, and the GPT model for address parsing. The sequence generator is constructed using

a small annotated dataset, capturing distribution patterns and boundary features of address types

to model address structure and semantics, mitigating interference from unnecessary variations. It

generates regular expression and label word sequences, providing a structured representation of the

address components. The REB-KNN algorithm leverages regular expression matching and BERT-based

semantic similarity computation to retrieve similar annotated samples. These selected samples are

used to generate prompts, which are then inputted into the GPT model for address parsing.
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Figure 2. CapICL architecture. The sequence generator captures the distribution patterns and boundary

features of address types in the raw text, generating regular expression and label word sequences.

The REB-KNN algorithm performs regular expression matching and BERT-based semantic similarity

computation on these two sequences, selecting annotated samples that are similar to the query (raw).

The specific structure of the Prompt template is illustrated in the top right corner of the figure, while

the instruction provides a brief description of the dataset.

3.1. Sequence Generator

The Sequence Generator is a crucial component of our CapICL model, responsible for producing

structured representations of address components from the raw text. It captures the distribution

patterns and boundary features of different address types, enabling the modeling of address structure

and semantics while minimizing interference from unnecessary variations. By combining a set

of regular expressions, a directed acyclic graph, and a binary classifier, the Sequence Generator

automatically generates regular expression and label word sequences. Through training on a small

annotated dataset, it learns the inherent characteristics and dependencies of address components,

allowing for the transformation of the raw text into structured sequences.

Additionally, the sequence generator serves as a core component of the REB-KNN algorithm.

Experimental results in Section 4.4 demonstrate that directly computing the semantic similarity of

raw text leads to lower quality prompts. To address this, our approach proposes using the sequence

generator to select samples.

Moreover, the generation process involves producing two types of sequences: regular expression

sequences and label word sequences. Previous studies by Ling et al. have highlighted the distinct

boundary features and type distribution patterns of Chinese addresses, providing valuable insights for

constructing a sequence generator based on a small annotated dataset [24,25].

3.1.1. Set of Regular Expressions

The Set of Regular Expressions (SORES) is a crucial component within the CapICL model for

accurately identifying multiple fine-grained address components in complex addresses. As shown

in Table 3, the address“石南路与翠竹街公园道一号2期*号楼**楼东*户”(Intersection of Shinan Road

and Cuizhu Street, Phase 2 of Park Road No. 1, Unit *, East of the *th floor in Building *) contains

three address components: “石南路与翠竹街”(Intersection of Shinan Road and Cuizhu Street) of type

LOC(location information), “公园道一号2期”(Phase 2 of Park Road No. 1) of type COM(community or

unit information), and “*号楼**楼东*户” (Unit *, East of the *th floor in Building *) of type INF(detailed

information such as floor and room numbers). To protect user privacy, “*” is used to represent Arabic

numerals.
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Leveraging the expressive power of regular expressions in representing address components [25],

we create a regular expression set (RES) for each type of toponym, as illustrated in Table 1. These

RES collectively form the Set of Regular Expression Sets (SORES), encompassing all types of address

components.

Table 1. Set of Regular Expressions. This table illustrates a set consisting of three regular expressions

corresponding to the INF type of address components. The scores quantify the reliability of the regular

expressions in describing address components belonging to the INF type. The regular expressions are

arranged in descending order of their scores. It is important to note that we have uniformly processed

Chinese numerals, English characters, Arabic numerals, and directions in the text, replacing them with

“一”(one), “A”, “1”(one), and “东”(East), respectively. In SORES, they are simplified as “@C”, “@A”,

“@$”, and “@#”, respectively.

Regular Expression Score Label Word
@$号楼@$.(.-|@$|.楼|.区|(@$)@#|.户|.院)* 3.84 1号楼1

(Room 1, Building 1)
@$-@$@#户(.-|@$|.楼|.区|(@$)@#|.户|.院)* 3.81 1-1东户

(Unit 1, East Wing,
Building 1)

@$@C@$@C@$(.-|@$|.楼|.区|(@$)@#|.户|.院)* 3.79 1一1一1
(Room 1, Unit 1,
Building 1)

The scores (score) calculation and regular expression solving in Table 1 are based on a trie, which

is an efficient data structure for string retrieval and insertion. To leverage the distinctive characteristics

of address components, we construct a trie by reversing the address segmentation. The trie’s structure

is depicted in Figure 3.

INF

...
1

INF

...
1

...

Capacity

Min length
Max length

Head threshold 
Mid threshold
Tail threshold

1 ... ...

 Left 1-neighboring list

Overall score 

 Right 1-neighboring list
Head score
Tail score

 Left 1-neighboring list

Overall score 

 Right 1-neighboring list
Head score
Tail score

Figure 3. Trie data structure for representing INF (detailed information such as floor and room numbers)

address components. The trie is constructed by reversing the address segmentation and captures the

specific characteristics of the addressed entities. The root node provides overall information about the

corresponding type, including the capacity (maximum number of sub-tree root nodes, e.g., “building”),

the threshold (minimum score for selecting information when constructing regular expressions), and

the maximum and minimum lengths defining the length range of entities for the current type. The

sub-trees below the root node represent the segmented parts of the address, while all nodes follow the

same structure, describing the features of the represented string (e.g., “building number”). Additionally,

each node maintains a left/right 1-neighboring list, which contains the neighboring strings. The overall

score represents the normalized frequency of the string occurrence in the dataset.

Specifically, the capacity serves as a crucial criterion for pruning, as it not only aids in capturing

the significant boundary features of address components within the trie but also effectively controls

the size of the set of regular expression sets (SORES).

Scoring Calculation. Introducing S to represent the tokenized sequence of an address component T,

the score (score) of the regular expression generated by T is calculated using equations 1 and 2:
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score =
|S|

∑
i=1

(

λ
|Si |

∑
j=1

OS(i,j) + BS(i)

)

, (1)

BS(i) =











HS(i) i = 1

TS(i) i = |S|

0 else,

(2)

Here, O represents the overall score in the trie structure shown in Figure 3. If S(i, j) is not present in

the trie, OS(i,j) = δ, where δ is a small value such as 0.001. H and T represent the head and tail scores in

the trie, respectively. |S| denotes the number of tokens in the tokenized sequence, and |S(i)| represents

the number of characters in the i-th token. The value of λ is set to 0.3 to balance the contribution of the

overall score in the score calculation.

Equations 1 and 2 accurately evaluate the priority of regular expressions in the regular expression

set. Therefore, by performing matching in descending order, the best match can be achieved.

Solving Regular Expressions. If during the search process of S(i) in the trie, it branches at the N-th

level (with the root node being the 0-th level) where the number of subtrees exceeds 1, we introduce

S[i, N] to represent the number of subtrees. For example, if S(1) is “1号楼” (“Building 1” in English),

in Figure 3, S(1) branches at the 2nd level (corresponding to the node “号”) where the node “号” has

multiple subtrees. Assuming there are 3 subtrees, we have S[i, 2] = 3. Specifically, if S(i) does not

exist in the trie, it is denoted as S[i, 0] = 0. Equation 3 provides the method for solving the regular

expression of S(i).

RES(i) =



















.{0, Lmax}? S[i, 0] = 0

S(i) S[i, |S(i)|] = 1

(join(N + 1, |))S(i)N S[i, N] ≤ φ

.S(i)N S[i, N] > φ,

(3)

Here, Lmax represents the maximum length of the current address component type, join(N + 1, |)

concatenates all nodes at the N + 1-th level using the symbol “|”, and S(i)N represents the last N

strings of S(i). The symbol φ represents a threshold for the number of nodes in the current subtree

when constructing regular expressions. If the number of nodes exceeds this threshold, the regular

expression is constructed using the wildcard “.”; otherwise, the pattern “(x|y)” is used. In this paper,

the value of φ is dynamically determined based on the overall information of the trie.

By using Equation 3, the regular expressions for all label word sequences in S can be determined.

These regular expressions are then merged sequentially to obtain the regular expressions shown in

Table 1. Thus, by using the labeled set, SORES can be automatically generated.

From Table 1, it can be observed that given the input text raw and the address component type

type, it is easy to obtain the corresponding address component associated with type through regular

expression matching. Additionally, the corresponding score score can be obtained. Therefore, SORES

provides support for matching all types of named entities and evaluating the matching performance.

3.1.2. Directed Acyclic Graph

The process of segmenting named entities at arbitrary granularity using SORES involves an

iterative process of matching the beginning of raw. Given a specific type, the corresponding RES can

be determined, and then the regular expressions in RES are sequentially matched against raw. The first

successful match yields the corresponding address component. The process is repeated by removing

that address component from raw until the segmentation is complete or no further segmentation

is possible. Thus, determining the current type is a key issue, and this section will discuss specific

solutions.
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The introduction of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) is motivated by the need to represent and

analyze the sequence of Chinese address component types in a structured manner [26,27]. The DAG,

as shown in Figure 4, captures the relationships and transition probabilities between different address

component types. Each node in the graph represents a specific address component type, while the

edges represent the likelihood of transitioning from one type to another. This approach leverages the

significant distribution patterns observed in Chinese named entities [24], allowing the construction of

the directed graph using statistical methods [28].

$

LOC

#

PLT

...

...

#

...

...

...

...

INF #
WPLT-INF-#

Figure 4. Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) representing Chinese address component types. Nodes

represent types of address components, and edges indicate the transition probability between types.

The weight W of an edge represents the likelihood of transitioning from the current node to the next.

The subscript of W is formed by connecting types with “-”. If there is a previous node, it is included.

The symbols $ and # represent the beginning and end of named entities, respectively.

Using the directed graph in Figure 4, we can determine the next address component type and its

transition probability based on the previous type and the current type. However, it is important to note

that the determination of the exact address component type may not always be unique, as indicated

by the structure of the graph. Additionally, the transition probabilities are statistical measures of

likelihood. Therefore, the use of the DAG provides a probabilistic framework for making decisions

during the segmentation process, offering a single choice at each step. To address the challenge of

ambiguity, the following discussion will explore the use of a binary classifier to evaluate and refine the

current segmentation scheme.

3.1.3. Binary Classifier

In the context of this study, the Binary Classifier refers to a recurrent neural network (RNN)-based

model that plays a crucial role in evaluating the effectiveness of the current address component

segmentation. It serves as a tool to assess the segmentation quality and make informed decisions

during the iterative process of address component segmentation.

Through the DAG, we can choose the corresponding address component type (type) based on the

current state. Although it cannot be uniquely determined, SORES can provide a series of information.

This information can be used to evaluate the segmentation effect more accurately. To achieve this, we

use a regression model implemented with a recurrent neural network (RNN) and introduce a threshold
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γ to create a binary classifier. We use binary cross-entropy as the loss function to train the model,

minimizing the difference between the predicted labels and the true labels. The computation formula

for binary cross-entropy is given by Equation 4:

ℓ (yi, f (x⃗i; w⃗, b)) = −yi log f (x⃗i; w⃗, b)− (1− yi) log [1− f (x⃗i; w⃗, b)] , (4)

where

f (x⃗i; w⃗, b) =
1

1 + e−(w⃗·⃗xi+b)
. (5)

By providing input vectors and their corresponding output labels, the RNN model can be

trained to learn the mapping relationship between the input sequences and the corresponding binary

classification labels. In this way, we can evaluate the current segmentation effect based on the input

vector. The next section will describe the training process in detail, and Algorithm 1 provides the

relevant details.

3.1.4. Automatic Construction of Sequence Generator

In conclusion, this section presents an algorithm for automatically constructing a sequence

generator using a small annotated dataset, as shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Automatic Construction of Sequence Generator

Require: Annotated dataset ADS
Ensure: Sequence generator SG

1: ADS← PREPROCESSING(ADS) ▷ Replace English characters, Arabic numerals, Chinese
numerals, and directions with symbols A, 1,一(one ), and (East) respectively.

2: DAG ← CREATEDAG(ADS) ▷ Construct directed acyclic graph (DAG).
3: TRIE← CREATETRIE(ADS) ▷ Build trie forest.
4: SORES← CREATESORES(TRIE) ▷ Create a collection of regular expression sets.
5: x, y = [], [] ▷ Initialize the training set for the type classifier.
6: for each AD ∈ ADS do
7: t← $ ▷ Initialize the type as $, which corresponds to the type of the first node in DAG.
8: state← [] ▷ Initialize the current state.
9: raw← GETRAWTEXT(AD) ▷ Retrieve the raw text corresponding to the current annotated

data.
10: while len(raw) ≥ 0 do
11: while True do
12: e0, t0 ← GETTE(AD, raw) ▷ Retrieve the correct address feature and its type.
13: if t0 == null then
14: break
15: end if
16: t, Stran, Lmin, Lmax ← GETNEXTTYPE(DAG, t, state) ▷ Retrieve information about the

next type based on the DAG and the current state.
17: SRE, le f t, len, maximum← MATCH(SORES, t) ▷ Perform matching using the regular

expression set associated with t, prioritizing scores.
18: if t == t0 then
19: APPENDTOY(y, 0)
20: else
21: APPENDTOY(y, 1)
22: RECORD(state) ▷ Record the current state.
23: raw← REMOVE(raw, e0) ▷ Remove e0 from the beginning of raw.
24: end if
25: APPENDTOX(x, (index, Stran, Lmin, Lmax, SRE, le f t, len, maximum))
26: end while
27: end while
28: end for
29: RBC ← TRAINRBC(x, y) ▷ Train an 8-Dimension RNN Binary Classifier as the type classifier.
30: SG ← (DAG, TRIE, SORES, RBC) ▷ The sequence generator is composed of DAG, TRIE,

SORES, and RBC.

The Algorithm 1 provides a specific implementation of automatically constructing a sequence

generator using a small annotated dataset. It includes the step-by-step process of building the directed

acyclic graph (DAG), trie, SORES, and binary classifier. Detailed instructions for implementing the

binary classifier are provided. Next, we will explore the utilization of the sequence generator to

generate regular expressions and label word sequences for the raw text.
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3.2. Sequence Generation

Sequence generation plays a crucial role in our approach. By leveraging a sequence generator, we

can obtain structured representations that capture the inherent patterns and semantic information in

the data. This step is crucial for enhancing the accuracy and effectiveness of the CapICL model. In this

section, we delve into the details of the sequence generation process.

The sequence generator can be used to generate regular expression sequences and label word

sequences for the raw text. Although these two sequences have different forms, both are results of

arbitrary granularity segmentation of the raw text based on the types of geographical entities. Figure 5

illustrates the specific process.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the Arbitrary Granularity Segmentation Process for Raw Text. Firstly, the

address component type and transition probabilities are obtained from the directed acyclic graph

(DAG) based on the current state. At the same time, length information is retrieved from the trie.

Next, the corresponding regular expression set (RES) is obtained from SORES and matched against

the text. Then, an 8-dimensional vector is constructed by combining the type information, transition

probabilities, length information, matched start and end positions, regular expression scores, match

length, and numerical indicators. This vector is used as input to the binary classifier. By predicting

the positive label, the validity of the segmentation is determined. Finally, the segmentation result is

obtained.

The above explanation provides a detailed description of a single segmentation process. Let segs

represent the segmentation result. The complete segmentation process is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Segmentation Algorithm

Require: raw, sequence generator
Ensure: segs

1: Initialize state and DAG
2: Initialize segs
3: Initialize temporary segmentation result ▷ Records segmentation results with negative predictions
4: while There are unprocessed characters do
5: Get current state
6: if All sibling types have been processed then
7: if Temporary segmentation result is valid then
8: Update DAG and state based on temporary segmentation result
9: Remove matched address component from raw

10: Continue to the next iteration
11: else
12: Append the current raw to segs with an unrecognized type label
13: return segs ▷ End if unable to continue segmentation
14: end if
15: end if
16: Get address component type and transition probabilities from DAG
17: Get length information from the trie
18: Retrieve corresponding regular expression set (RES) from SORES and perform matching
19: Construct an 8-dimensional vector and input it to the binary classifier for prediction
20: if Prediction is positive then
21: Move DAG to the next level node and record the current segmentation result in segs
22: Remove matched address component from raw
23: else
24: Move DAG to the next sibling node
25: if Segmentation result is better than temporary segmentation result then ▷ Note that the

binary classifier is a regression model
26: Update temporary segmentation result
27: end if
28: end if
29: end while
30: return segs
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The segmentation result segs is shown in Table 2, which provides the arbitrary granularity

segmentation result for the raw text. The symbols in the table have the same meanings as in Table 1.

Table 2. Arbitrary granularity segmentation result for the raw text. The label word represents the

address components that best match the length rules corresponding to the regular expressions.

Type Regular Expression Label Word
LOC .湖 龙湖

(dragon lake)
COM 郡(.城|.期|(小|街|新)区|.园|(尚)郡|.苑|.家)* 民安东郡

(a community)
INF @$-@$-@$(.-|@$|.楼|.区|(@$)@-#|.户|.院)* 1-1-1

(Room 1, Unit 1,
Building 1)

From Table 2, the regular expression sequence and label word sequence can be obtained.

Generating the regular expression sequence. The regular expression sequence can be obtained by

concatenating the regular expressions in segs shown in Table 2 using “.*?”.

Generating the label word sequence. In contrast to the regular expression sequence, we not only use

the label words from segs, but also incorporate the type information. Specifically, we first concatenate

each label word with its corresponding type information, and then concatenate them using spaces to

form the label word sequence.

In this section, we have discussed the process of sequence generation in detail, which enables

us to obtain two types of sequences corresponding to the original text. Sequence generation serves

as a crucial step in constructing the prompt, laying a solid foundation for subsequent steps. Moving

forward, we will explore how to utilize the REB-KNN algorithm to construct the prompt required for

CapICL based on the generated sequences.

3.3. Prompt Generation

Building upon the two sequences generated in the previous section, we now delve into the process

of prompt generation. In contextual learning, a well-crafted prompt plays a critical role [15,29], guiding

the model in understanding and generating contextually relevant content. By designing prompts

with careful consideration, we can effectively support the model’s context learning for specific tasks,

enabling it to produce accurate and consistent outputs [23]. Therefore, prompt generation serves as

a crucial component of our model, influencing the subsequent steps’ accuracy and efficacy. In this

section, we delve into the utilization of the REB-KNN algorithm for selecting samples that are similar

to the raw text. Subsequently, as depicted in Figure 2, we seamlessly integrate these selected samples,

along with the instructional information and the query(raw), into the prompt template, resulting in

the construction of high-quality prompts required for ICL.

3.3.1. KNN Demonstration Examples

When selecting similar samples, it is important to ensure the quality of the training set and the

accuracy of the similarity measurement method. By appropriately selecting demonstration examples

that are most similar to the input sample, we can provide effective references and guidance to the

model, helping it generate content that is relevant to the task.

Regular Expression Matching. Use the generated regular expression sequence to match the labeled

samples and select M similar samples to the raw text, where M is no more than K/2.

BERT Semantic Similarity Calculation. Although regular expressions are effective in matching

desired samples, the regular expression method itself requires the data distribution to meet specific

criteria. In order to enhance the precision and robustness of our model, we employ the BERT semantic

similarity calculation method to select the remaining K-M samples. Specifically, when computing

the semantic similarity between the raw input sample and each example in the small annotation set,
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we utilize the label word sequence instead of the original text. This approach involves leveraging

BERT-based models, such as SentenceBERT [30,31], to evaluate the semantic similarity between the

raw text and the corresponding label word sequence from the small annotation set. Subsequently, we

choose the K-M samples with the highest similarity, as depicted in Figure 2.

By incorporating the BERT semantic similarity calculation method alongside regular expressions,

we improve the accuracy and robustness of our model’s sample selection process. This selection

process plays a crucial role in guiding the model during context learning and content generation,

leading to enhanced performance on specific tasks.

3.3.2. Prompt Template

The Prompt Template plays a pivotal role in CapICL by providing descriptive information about

the task and the samples. It serves as a guiding framework for the model, facilitating the generation

of accurate and contextually relevant content. The thoughtful design and effective utilization of the

Prompt Template have been shown to significantly enhance the model’s performance and the quality

of the generated results [15,29].

The Prompt Template consists of the following three components: Instruction, Examples, and

Query. Additionally, Figure 2 provides a clear illustration of the overall structure of the Prompt

Template, visually representing its components and their relationship.

The Instruction component contains descriptive text that provides information about the samples.

For instance, in the case of the Logistic dataset, the instruction can be formulated as follows: "The

following information is derived from Chinese logistic addresses. The labels and their meanings are

as follows: LOC denotes location information; COM represents community or unit information; INF

indicates detailed information such as floor and room numbers, and so on."

The Examples component consists of a set of demonstration samples constructed in the previous

section.

The Query component represents the raw text, which corresponds to the input sample requiring

prediction.

By populating the instruction, Examples, and Query within the Prompt Template, you can

generate the Prompt that aligns with the raw text. This Prompt is then provided as input to the GPT-3

model for prediction.

3.4. Model Prediction

In this work, we employ the In-Context Learning (ICL) method to parse Chinese addresses using

a small amount of annotated data without the need for additional training. To achieve this, we pass the

constructed prompt to the GPT-3 model for prediction, leveraging its powerful language generation

capabilities to obtain predicted outputs that include the parsing results of address components [14,32–

34].

However, it is worth noting that there may be slight differences between the format of the

constructed samples and the final parsing results, as depicted in Figure 2. This is because while the

constructed samples utilize manually annotated address information as input, the generated content

in the model’s predicted outputs may exhibit slight variations. Therefore, after obtaining the predicted

outputs from the model, a simple post-processing and parsing step is performed to extract the final

address parsing results.

Through these steps, we can effectively parse Chinese addresses and obtain accurate results,

providing a crucial foundation for automated address processing and information extraction. In the

following experimental section, we will further demonstrate the performance and effectiveness of our

method and compare it with other approaches.
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4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset

The core focus of this paper is fine-grained Chinese address parsing with custom label types

in low-resource scenarios. Therefore, we selected two representative Chinese address component

datasets: ChineseAddress [5] and Logistic [24,25]. Table 3 describes the basic information of these two

datasets.

Table 3. Datasets. Both datasets are split into training, validation, and test sets in a 6:2:2 ratio.

The Logistics dataset is from the National Key Research and Development Program of China (No.

2018YFB2100603). To protect user privacy, Chinese characters are represented by “@” and numbers are

represented by “*”.

Name Training ValidationTest Example Labels

Address1 8957 2985 2985 下城区上塘路9号浙
江 昆 剧 团8室(Room
8, Zhejiang Kunqu
Opera Troupe, No.9
Shangtang Rd,
Xicheng District)

country,prov,city,distri-
ct,devzone,town,com-
munity,road,subroad,
and 21 other types.[5]

Logistic 1422 474 474 李@@~1*********8~~~石
南 路 与 翠 竹 街 公

园 道 一 号2期*号
楼**楼 东*户(@@
Li~1*********8~~~Unit
*, East of the *th floor
in Building *, Phase 2
of Park Road No. 1,
Intersection of Shinan
Road and Cuizhu
Street)

LOC,COM,INF

In Table 3, the LOC category in the Logistic dataset represents location information, COM

represents community or unit information, and INF represents detailed information such as floor

and room numbers. Compared to the Address dataset, the Logistic dataset has a wider range of

labeled types and more flexible definitions. These two datasets can better capture the characteristics of

different application scenarios in terms of address component types, providing solid data support for

the experiments conducted in this paper.

Since this paper focuses on low-resource scenarios[10], a random sampling approach is used to

obtain labeled subsets from the training set. Similarly, the validation set and test set are compressed

using random sampling. However, to ensure effectiveness, this paper utilizes a trained model to select

the dataset from 10 randomly sampled test sets that is closest to the original test set, which serves

as the final test set. For experimental convenience, the test set sizes for both datasets are set to 300,

denoted as TC300 and TL300 respectively.

4.2. Main Experimental Results

In this section, we constructed a low-resource scenario by randomly sampling the training set

from Table 3. The specific results of the experiment are presented in Table 4.

1 https://github.com/leodotnet/neural-chinese-address-parsing
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Table 4. Results of Chinese address parsing in a low-resource scenario. For this experiment, 560 and

300 data samples were randomly extracted from the ChineseAddress and Logistic datasets, respectively,

and used as both the annotated set and the training set for the first five methods. TC300 and TL300 were

used as the test sets for all methods. The value of K for REB-KNN was set to 9. The evaluation metrics

were assessed based on exact matching [35], including Precision (P), Recall (R), and their harmonic

mean F1 (F).

Method
Dataset

ChineseAddress Logistic
P R F P R F

APLT [5] 89.14 87.71 88.42 88.37 88.89 88.63
BERT-Softmax 86.58 85.83 86.20 87.96 88.37 88.17
BERT-CRF 86.02 85.87 85.94 88.04 90.10 89.06
BERT-LSTM-CRF [36] 86.13 86.01 86.07 88.50 87.41 87.95
LEBERT-CRF [37] 86.54 86.08 86.31 87.66 89.49 88.57
CapICL 93.39 89.74 91.53 91.90 89.49 90.68

From Table 4, it can be observed that in the low-resource scenario, The CapICL method achieves

the best performance on both datasets, demonstrating higher precision and recall rates compared to

other methods (except for recall rate on the Logistic dataset). Although this low-resource scenario was

constructed through random sampling, the experiments in Section 4.5 indicate the effectiveness of The

CapICL method.

4.3. Impact of K on the Model

In practice,CapICL utilizes KNN for sample selection and contextual learning, where the value of

K determines the number of samples. Therefore, the influence of K on the model should be significant.

To investigate this in detail, this section conducts experiments to study the degree of impact of K on

the model, and the results are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Impact of K on model performance. Other experimental settings remain the same as in Table

4.

In Figure 6, when K is set to 0, representing zero-shot recognition, the F1 score is only around

60%. However, when K is set to 1, representing one-shot recognition, the increase in F1 score is most

significant, reaching close to 75% on both datasets. As K increases, the F1 score gradually improves.

However, after reaching K=8, the improvement becomes less pronounced.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this section, an ablation study is conducted to validate the effectiveness of our proposed

method. First, the regular expression matching module and BERT semantic similarity calculation
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module are removed by randomly selecting samples. Then, samples are selected only through regular

expression matching to remove the BERT semantic similarity calculation module. Lastly, samples are

selected only based on the semantic similarity of the raw text and the label word sequence to remove

the regular expression matching module. Table 5 presents the results of the ablation study, with the

results being shown as the increment/decrement relative to the baseline (REB-KNN) in the first row.

This demonstrates the role of different modules in the overall model.

Table 5. Results of the ablation study. The first row represents the results of the REB-KNN-based

CapICL, and the experimental settings and results of all other methods are the same as in Table 4. The

subsequent rows show the variation in results for different ablation scenarios, with the values being the

increment/decrement relative to the baseline (first row), indicated by up/down arrows. Rand-KNN

represents random sample selection, RE-KNN represents sample selection using regular expression

matching only, RawB-KNN represents sample selection based on the semantic similarity of the raw

text using BERT, and FSB-KNN represents sample selection based on the semantic similarity of the

label word sequence using BERT.

Ablation Method
Dataset

ChineseAddress Logistic
P R F P R F

Baseline (REB-KNN) 93.39 89.74 91.53 91.90 89.49 90.68
Rand-KNN w/o RE 17.39↓ 21.88↓ 19.83↓ 19.17↓ 32.35↓ 26.68↓

RE-KNN w/o B 21.69↓ 27.44↓ 24.86↓ 22.20↓ 25.31↓ 23.85↓

RawB-KNN w/o RE 13.77↓ 19.25↓ 16.75↓ 14.04↓ 19.96↓ 17.22↓

FSB-KNN w/o RE 2.01↓ 2.85↓ 2.45↓ 8.11↓ 12.33↓ 10.34↓

By comparing the results in the ablation study table, the following conclusions can be drawn:

• The effectiveness of REB-KNN in improving model performance is validated. When random

sample selection is used, the F1 score decreases by nearly 30% on the Logistic dataset and nearly

20% on the ChineseAddress dataset.
• The BERT semantic similarity selection module plays a crucial role in REB-KNN, especially the

method based on the label word sequence. On the ChineseAddress dataset, FSB-KNN only

exhibits a decrease of approximately 2
• Although regular expression matching can improve the F1 score, its effect is limited as it may

not yield valid matches in many cases. Relatively speaking, its impact is more significant on the

Logistic dataset, where more samples can be matched.

4.5. Stability Analysis

The previous experiments were based on the annotated dataset mentioned in Table 4, which was

obtained through random sampling. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method,

this section takes the ChineseAddress dataset as an example and randomly selects four different-sized

random samples as annotated datasets. The value of K is set to 9 according to the experimental results

in Section 4.3. Figure 7 shows the results of six repeated experiments.
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Figure 7. Comparison of model performance based on randomly sampled annotated datasets of

different sizes. Each sample size is randomly sampled six times, and independent model evaluations

are performed for each annotated dataset.

From the graph, it can be observed that for annotated datasets of the same size, the performance

difference of the model does not exceed 2%. Moreover, as the dataset size increases, the model

performance also improves. The performance improvement is particularly evident from 300 to 500,

while the improvement from 700 to 900 is not significant, indicating that the model’s performance

stabilizes at this point. Therefore, it can be concluded that the proposed method exhibits good stability.

5. Discussion

In this section, we discuss the findings and implications of our proposed approach for Chinese

address parsing in low-resource scenarios.

5.1. CapICL Effectiveness and K-Value Impact

The experimental results in Table 4 support the superior performance of CapICL compared to

other methods, demonstrating higher accuracy and recall rates (except for Logistic recall). These

findings emphasize the effectiveness of our approach in low-resource scenarios. Furthermore, the

experiments conducted in Section 4.4 provide additional evidence of the effectiveness of CapICL.

Additionally, Figure 6 reveals the significant impact of the K-value selection on the model’s

performance. Notably, varying the K-value results in varying levels of performance improvement.

Particularly, as the K-value increases, there is a noticeable enhancement in the model’s performance.

This observation highlights the importance of selecting an appropriate K-value to optimize the results

of CapICL.

Moreover, in the Stability Analysis experiment, it was observed that the instruction has a

significant effect when K is 0, but its influence diminishes as K increases. This further highlights

the importance of the REB-KNN algorithm.

Together, these results demonstrate the effectiveness of CapICL in achieving high-performance

address parsing, while emphasizing the influence of K-value selection and the importance of the

REB-KNN algorithm for optimal performance.

5.2. Role of REB-KNN Algorithm

The REB-KNN algorithm plays a pivotal role in our approach by utilizing a sequence generator

to generate sequences of regular expressions and label word sequences. In particular, the generation

of label word sequences greatly enhances the efficacy of sample selection compared to the raw text,

especially when leveraging BERT semantic similarity for KNN-based sample selection. This further

enhances the model’s performance.
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In the experiments, we conducted a comparison between the REB-KNN algorithm and a baseline

method that randomly selects samples. The results demonstrate that the baseline method experiences

a significant decrease of approximately 30% in F1 score on the Logistic dataset and nearly 20% on the

Address dataset. This confirms the substantial performance improvement achieved by the REB-KNN

algorithm.

Furthermore, ablation experiments were performed to evaluate the contributions of different

components in the REB-KNN algorithm. On the Address dataset, the FSB-KNN method exhibits only

a slight decrease of approximately 2% compared to the baseline method. However, the RawB-KNN

method shows a notable decrease of around 16%. This highlights the crucial role of the BERT similarity

selection module, particularly in the generation of label word sequences. Although the differences on

the Logistic dataset are less pronounced, the label word sequences still play a significant role.

Additionally, the ablation experiments on RE-KNN demonstrate the positive impact of regular

expression sequences. While their effect is not as prominent as that of the label word sequences, they

provide beneficial complementary information for sample selection. It is important to emphasize

the role of regular expressions as one of the core components in the sequence generator during the

generation of label word sequences.

In conclusion, the REB-KNN algorithm successfully tackles the challenges in low-resource

scenarios and substantially improves the performance of the Chinese address parsing model. The

integration of label word sequences and regular expression sequences in the REB-KNN algorithm

plays a critical role and contributes to the success of our proposed CapICL method in low-resource

Chinese address parsing tasks.

5.3. Limitations and Future Directions

Although our approach shows promising results, there are some limitations to be addressed. The

effectiveness of regular expression matching is limited, as it often fails to capture all relevant samples.

However, it has a relatively larger impact on the Logistic dataset. Future work could explore more

advanced techniques to improve the performance in this regard.

Overall, our proposed approach demonstrates effectiveness in addressing the challenges of

Chinese address parsing in low-resource scenarios. The findings and insights gained from our

experiments shed light on the importance of the REB-KNN algorithm, the impact of K-value selection,

and the integration of instruction and Examples in achieving high-performance address parsing.

Future research can further explore enhancements to address the limitations and refine the approach

for even better performance.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this study, we proposed a low-resource Chinese address parsing method based on the CapICL

model. Our approach leverages the REB-KNN algorithm for sample selection and generation of

label word sequences, resulting in substantial performance improvements. The experimental results

demonstrated a significant increase in F1 score, with approximately 30% improvement on the Logistic

dataset and approximately 20% improvement on the Address dataset compared to the ICL method that

uses random sample selection. Ablation experiments confirmed the critical role of the BERT semantic

similarity calculation and regular expression matching in the REB-KNN algorithm.

Our method effectively addresses the challenges of low-resource Chinese address parsing and

achieves remarkable performance gains. The integration of the REB-KNN algorithm and the generation

of label word sequences play a pivotal role in enhancing the model’s performance.

Future work should focus on further improving the sample selection and sequence generation

methods. Additionally, exploring data augmentation techniques for improved generalization,

optimizing the label word sequence generation for enhanced accuracy and efficiency, and investigating

cross-domain and cross-lingual transfer learning approaches can contribute to the adaptability and
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robustness of our method. Furthermore, applying our approach to other tasks and domains, such as

named entity recognition and relation extraction, would validate its generality and effectiveness.

Continued research in the field of low-resource Chinese address parsing is encouraged, as there

are numerous unexplored directions and challenges. By addressing these challenges, we can expect

further advancements in the field and improved results.
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